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About This Game

Be a frog!

Your HTC Vive/Oculus Rift is your window to the VRog world, allowing you to see through the eyes of a frog. Leap your way
across the beautiful pond and see what's on the menu.

Arcade Mode:

Catch tasty insects in Arcade Mode and beat the high score. But watch out for those nasty wasps – they'll leave a bad taste. This
makes the dragonflies (slow motion) and ladybugs (night vision) taste all the better.

Survival Mode:

Or outrun the stork in Survival Mode. Become a true survivalist when it comes to dodging the huge stork. Eat or be eaten! Can
you eat enough insects before the stork catches you? If you can, the next one will make things even tougher for you.

Party Mode:

And if you fancy a hopping competition with your friends, Party Mode is exactly what you're looking for. Every 12 hours, you'll
have an empty high score just waiting to be filled.
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Love this simple game and so do the kids.. Nice game for the kids. but the need to loose the dizziness emulation after eating a
special bug it cause nausea.
after five minutes playing i had enough and my stomach turnt opside down.
graphics are great and i like the hopping arround.
so for now thumbs down only because the dizziness emulation (i don't like to cleanup after the kids played this game)

SO THAT WAS THE OLD REVIEW NOW THE NEW.

And Yes the developers respond quickly and made a adjustment now you can choose from the launch menu stable back ground,
I hope this will later on be a setting in the game but for now perfect. I can give only one thumbs up but both thumbs in the air.
no more nausea ( I love clean floors :-) )

Great game to play with the kids and with friends, a special with friends that are not gamers it's instructions are simple "look
and eat" and for this price it's a need to have.
we gone a have a lot of fun next weekend with or friends.. A nice game to play. Runs fine on my DK2 after I applied a fix that
stops the HMD display turning grey due to SteamVRs boundaries not getting on with DK2. Sense of scale is really nice and it's
pretty daunting seeing that Stork looming over you in survival mode!. The art direction is really nice with each bug easily
identifiable on a whim.

Would recommend to anyone with a VR headset.. Dear Steam,

Please remove this game from my account and refund my money.
I did not realize this game is a vr only game.
And I do not own a oculus rift.

Please point out to all customers that this games is VR ONLY!!

Thanks in advance!

Raymond. https:\/\/youtu.be\/CQvGP5qyXKw

First and foremost, this game initially was not what I had expected. I thought there was a problem with my controllers for a
moment but found out this is escentially a HMD only tracked game.

With that said, the game plays like a VR mobile game. It reminded me of some games I had on the Gear VR before my Note 7
was recalled. :) So with that expectation and for what it is, it is a quick fun pickup and play arcade style game.

There are different game modes to choose from but I've mostly played in Arcade Mode only which is escentailly a minute and a
half window to try and eat as many insects as possible within that amount of time while racking up combos to increase your
scoring opportunity.

The framerate has been consistent and feels like a polished mini-game. I did not have any issues with motion sickness though I
think I understand what one reviewer was referring to when they said they got dizzy. There is a effect that happens that warps
the screen for a few seconds if you eat an insect you're not supposed to eat. It didn't bother me at all but I can understand how
that may be an issue for some; especially if you're new to VR and haven't develped your "VR Legs" yet. :)
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All in all, I like the local and online scoreboards and length to add variety to my VR game collection. I've been busy lately and
haven't played VR games in two weeks so it was nice to add a title that is a quick pick up and play to accomidate busy perioids
with lack of gaming time. :)

I would say for the $2.99 sale price right now, it is worth chekcing out if you like that kind of arcade style gameplay. Since it
feels\/plays like a mobile game, the $2.99 should probably be the standard price but I also understand VR is not at it's prime and
develpoers need to make a return on their investment.

I made a raw gameplay video followed by a review with my intial thoughts right after playing it for the first time on the youtube
link above if you're interested in how it looks\/plays.
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